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Burgan Bank disclosed its 2015 first half financial results… 

 

 

BURGAN BANK  

CONTINUES TO SCALE UP ITS SUCCESS RATE 

 

 

Having disclosed a consolidated net profit of 30.6 million TL for the first half of 2015,  

Burgan Bank is continuing its growth trend above the banking industry average.  

 

 

Continuing its success of 2014 also in the first half of 2015 despite the effective and variable 

market conditions, Burgan Bank recorded a growth rate above the banking industry average. 

According to its semi-annual consolidated financial results, the Bank’s net profit reached 30.6 

million TL by an increase of 36.7 million TL as regards the same period of 2014.  

 

During the first half of 2015, Burgan Bank’s total assets reached 10.4 billion TL by an increase 

of 44% per annum, and cash credits reached 8.6 billion TL by an increase of 55%, and total 

deposits reached 5.5 billion TL by an increase of 60% over the same period of the past year.  

 

Burgan Bank’s shareholders’ equity reached 986 million TL by an increase of 66%, while its 

shareholders’ equity including supplementary (Tier 2) capital reached 1.4 billion TL. Its capital 

adequacy ratio was 15.06% on consolidated basis and 16.30% on solo basis.  

 

With regard to results of the first half of 2015, “We, as Burgan Bank, continued our efforts 

aimed at achieving our goals and providing added value to all our stakeholders, and succeeded 

to grow above the banking industry average in the first half of this year just like 2014 and the 

first quarter of 2015,” says Murat Dinç, Burgan Bank General Manager.  

 

“Our 2015 first half profit is 30.6 million TL”  

 

Murat Dinç continued to say: “We, as Burgan Bank, reached 30.6 million TL as our first half 

profitability. We raised our total assets to 10.4 billion TL and total deposits to 5.5 billion TL. 

Being very competent and experienced in Corporate and Commercial Banking, our Bank has 

reached 8.6 billion TL in cash credits by a growth of 55% over the same period of the past 

year.”  

 

“In addition to these successful figures, in line with our Bank’s strategies, we continued to 

diversify our funding sources, and received the first syndication loan of our Bank’s history. This 

Syndication Loan of 124 million dollars, standing as an indicator of trust of foreign markets in 



both the Turkish economy and Burgan Bank, is signed with participation of 12 banks from 6 

countries. In the second half of 2015, we are going to continue our stabilized growth by 

diversifying our funding sources and developing products addressing especially SMEs in Retail 

Banking area and creating major project finances in Corporate and Commercial Banking 

areas.” 

 

Our goal is to be one of the first three banks of our customers…  

 

Emphasizing the customer-oriented approach of the Bank, Murat Dinç continued to say: “We, 

as Burgan Bank, have our customers at all times at the focal point of our banking strategy. So 

much so that to offer the best, most rational and innovative solutions for needs and demands of 

our customers is at all times the uppermost item of job list of each Burgan Bank employee. Along 

with this principle, our goal is to be one of the first three banks of our customers, and to continue 

our stabilized and profitable growth as was since 2014.”  
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